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IN THE CLAIMS

This listing of claims will replace all prior versions, and listings, of claims in

the application. An identifier indicating the status of each claim is provided.

Listing of Claims

1. (Currently Amended) An information transmitting apparatus which

transmits a plurality of signals, said signals including at least video signals and audio signals, to

an information receiving apparatus, said information transmitting apparatus comprising:

a plurality of encoding means for separately encoding each of said video signals

and each of said audio signals;

first multiplexing means for multiplexing a plurality ofpairs of encoded signals,

each pair of encoded signals having one encoded video signal and one encoded audio signal;

second multiplexing means for multiplexing the multiplexed plurality ofpairs of

encoded video signals and encoded audio signals; and

control means for controlling a multiplexing ratio among the plurality of signals

in the second multiplexing means, controlling a video data occupation bandwidth, an audio data

occupation bandwidth^ and a program data occupation bandwidth in relation to a transmission

channel bandwidth,

wherein the information receiving apparatus reads contents ofa program

information data of a current program and a next program at a re-transmission cycle ofthe

program information data of the current program and the next program, and recognizes a

transmission status ofthe program information data indicating broadcast schedules^and

wherein said control means controls said multiplexing ratio to enable acquisition
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gLmnw_ m , reduced neriod of time by increasing transmission ofprogram data

whe.n tiansmis"™ nfvideo data and audio data can be decreased.

2. (Original) The information transmitting apparatus according to claim 1

,

wherein the transmitting apparatus transmits the plurality of signals as a single transport stream.

3 . (Original) The information transmitting apparatus according to claim 1

,

further comprising database means for providing data that relates to transmission rates of the

plurality of signals at each time point, wherein the control means controls the multiplexing ratio

while referring to the database means.

4. (Previously Presented) The information transmitting apparatus according

to claim 1, wherein the control means controls an output rate of each of the plurality ofencoding

means.

5. (Previously Presented) The information transmitting apparatus according

to claim 1 , wherein the plurality of signals further comprise program information,

6. (Currently Amended) An information transmitting apparatus which

transmits program information to an information receiving apparatus, said information

transmitting apparatus comprising:

a plurality of video encoding means for encoding each video signal;

a plurality of audio encoding means for encoding each audio signal;
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program information data generating means for generating data ofthe program

information;

first multiplexing means for multiplexing the data of the program information that

is output from the program information data generating means with encoded video data that is

output from the plurality ofvideo encoding means and encoded audio data that is output from the

plurality of audio encoding means in order to form pairs ofmultiplexed data;

second multiplexing means for multiplexing the pairs ofmultiplexed encoded

video data, encoded audio data and data ofthe program information; and

control means for controlling a data output rate of each of the plurality ofvideo

encoding means, a data output rate of each of the plurality of audio encoding means, a data

output rate of the program information data generating means, and a multiplexing ratio among

the encoded video data, the encoded audio data, the data ofthe program information in the

second multiplexing means, a video data occupation bandwidth, an audio data occupation

bandwidth, and a program data occupation bandwidth in relation to a transmission channel

bandwidth,

wherein the information receiving apparatus reads contents of a program

information data of a current program and a next program at a re-transmission cycle ofthe

program information data of the current program and the next program, and recognizes a

transmission status ofthe program information data indicating broadcast schedules^and

nhrrnri sniri control means controls said multiplexing ratio to enable acquisition

ofprogram information in a reduced period oftime bv increasing transmission ofprogram data

wIipm transmission ofvideo data and audio data can be decreased.
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7. (Currently Amended) An information transmitting method for

transmitting a plurality of signals, said signals including at least video signals and audio signals,

to an information receiving apparatus, said information transmitting method comprising:

an encoding step for separately encoding each of said video signals and each of

said audio signals;

a first multiplexing step for multiplexing a plurality of pairs ofencoded signals,

each pair of encoded signals having one encoded video signal and one encoded audio signal;

a second multiplexing step for multiplexing the multiplexed plurality ofpairs of

encoded video signals and encoded audio signals; and

a control step for controlling a multiplexing ratio
;

among the plurality of signals in

the second multiplexing step, a video data occupation bandwidth, an audio data occupation

bandwidth, and a program data occupation bandwidth in relation to a transmission channel

bandwidth,

wherein the information receiving apparatus reads contents of a program

information data of a current program and a next program at a re-transmission cycle of the

program information data of the current program and the next program, and recognizes a

transmission status ofthe program information data indicating broadcast schedules^jrjd.

wherein said control step controls said multiplexing ratio to enable acquisition of

propram information in a reduced period oftime hv increasing transmission ofprogram data

when transmission ofvideo data and audio data can be decreased.

8. (Original) The information transrnitting:method according to claim 7,

wherein the control step controls the multiplexing ratio while referring to data that relates to
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transmission rates of the plurality of signals at each time point.

9. {Previously Presented) The information transmitting method according to

claim 7, wherein the plurality of signals are further comprise program information.

i

10. (Currently Amended) An information trantouttingmethod for

transmitting program information to an information receiving apparatus, said information

i

transmitting method comprising:

a video encoding step of encoding each video signal of each of a plurality of

video encoding means;
j

an audio encoding step of encoding each audio signal ofeach of a plurality of

audio encoding means;
j

a program information data generating step of generating data ofthe program

information; S,

a first multiplexing step ofmultiplexing the data pithe program information that —
o

is output by the program information data generating step with encoded video data that is output

^
by the video encoding step and encoded audio data that is output by the audio encoding step in

jj{

order to form pairs ofmultiplexed data;
j

a second multiplexing step for multiplexing the p^airs ofmultiplexed encoded

Si fc-

video data, encoded audio data and multiplexed data of the program information;
gj

!. HI
a control step of controlling a data output rate ofeach of the plurality ofvideo

encoding means in the video encoding step, a data output rate of each of the plurality of audio

encoding means in the audio encoding step, a data output rate of the program information data

D - „E I
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the encoded video datja, the encoded audio data, and

the data of the program information in the second multiplexing st£p, a video data occupation

1

bandwidth, an audio data occupation bandwidth, and a program data occupation bandwidth in

relation to a transmission channel bandwidth; and

an acquiring step of acquiring electronic program guide data, at the information

receiving apparatus, only during a data transfer rate increase period,

wherein the information receiving apparatus reads' contents of a program

information data of a current program and a next program at a refjtransmission cycle of the

program information data of the current program and the next program, and recognizes a

transmission status ofthe program information data indicating broadcast schedules^and

wherein said control step controls said multiplexing ratio to enable acquisitionof

program information in a reduced period of time hv increasing tfansmissioit ofprogram data

when transmission ofvideo data and audio data can he decreas

11. (Currently Amended) A provider for providing a computer-readable

program for causing an information transmitting apparatus which transmits a plurality of signals,

said signals including at least video signals and audio signals, to an information receiving

apparatus to execute a process comprising:

an encoding step for separately encoding each oil said video signals and each of

said audio signals;
,;

a first multiplexing step for multiplexing a plurality ofpairs of encoded signals,

each pair ofencoded signals having one encoded video.signal and one encoded audio signal;

a second multiplexing step for multiplexing the multiplexed plurality of pairs of
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encoded video signals and encoded audio signals;

a control step for controlling a multiplexing ratio apiong the plurality of signals in

the second multiplexing step, a video data occupation bandwidth,

bandwidth, and a program data occupation bandwidth in relation

bandwidth; and

an acquiring step for acquiring electronic programl

:

an audio data occupation

o a transmission channel

guide data, at the information

receiving apparatus, only during a data transfer rate increase period,

i

wherein the information receiving apparatus reads contents ofa program

information data of a current program and a next program at a re-transmission cycle ofthe

program information data of the current program ^and thdjnext pr Dgram, and recognizes a

transmission status of the program information data indicating broadcast schedules^

wherein said control step controls *aid multiplexing ratio to enable acquisition of

program information in a educed period nftime bv increasing transmission ofprogram data

when transmission ofviAan dataand audio data can be decreased.

12. (Original) The provider apcording to

:

;|

controls the multiplexing ratio while referring to data thijit relates

i _

''

plurality of signals at each time point.

cla^m 11, wherein the control step

to transmission rates of the

13. (Previously Presented) The provider according to claim 11, wherein the

i

]

li

plurality of signals are further comprise programinforrhation.

14. (Current!^ Amended) A.providej for providing a computer-readable
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apparatus whictprogram for causing an infonnalion transmitting i

to an information receiving apparatus, to execute s! process comprising:

{I

a video encoding step of encoding each video sig&al of each of a plurality of

video encoding means;
j

i

|

I*' !

'

I

an audio encoding step ofencoding each audio signal ofeach of a plurality of

i
;

audio_encoding means;
;

aprogram information data gene rating step of generating data of the program

i

infonnation;

a first multiplexing step ofmultiplexing the data E>f the program information that

" *
I

;

is output by the program information data generating step with encoded video data that is output

: i

by the video encoding step and encoded audio data that is oatptjf by the audio encoding step in

i

order to form pairs ofmultiplexed data; '

j
j

a second multiplexing step for multiplexing the pairs ofmultiplexed encoded

: t 1.
video data, encoded audio data and data ofthe program Information;

•
j

'i

a control step of controlling a datJ output rate oi each of the plurality ofvideo

encoding means in the video encoding step, a datja output rate o Teach ofthe plurality of audio

encoding means in the audio encoding step, a data outpit rate oTthe program information data

j
,|

generating step, and a multiplexing ratio among the enepded video data, the encoded audio data,

PTO @012
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transmits program information

the data ofthe program information in the second multiplexing

bandwidth, an audio data occupation bandwidth, and a program

relation to a transmission channel bandwidth; and
i

an acquiring step of acquiring ele rtroniC| prograjjn guide data, at the information

receiving apparatus, only during a data transfer rate increase period,

Page 10 of 28
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wherein the information receiving apparatup reads

information data of a current program and a next prograJat a *H ransmission cycle of the

program information data of the current program and the jext pre !5ram, and recognizes a

transmission status of the program information dam indicjting broadcast schedules^

wTierem said control step control* **M trmltiplexirlfe

@013
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Wents of a program

program î
fhrrnaticm in a period of ti,™>w increasing transmission ofprogram data

when transmit™ ofvideo data and audio data can be decreased

mi

15. (Currently 1Amended) An^nformalion

Lultiplexed program informatiori that is comprise i of a uluralit)

signals, each pair of encoded signals having one fe acodec video

signal, said information receiving apparatus comprising:

acquiring electronic program guide data cjnly

period;

rec aivmg

separating meansjfor separating ths multiplexed

a plurality of deciding means fotf separately deciding

and each ofthe audio signals;

storing means for storing the program injbrmatio

means; and

control means foir controlling a d|ata acquisition

operations of the separating me ms and the storicg means in ac

of the program information and the data. acquisition time,

wherein the information receiving apparatus reafta contents of a program

i
i
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information data of a current program and a nexijprogram at a

program information data of the current program jarid the

transmission status of the program information data i

whm-ftin said control means enables "acquisition o:

nextprpgram.

reduced neriod rfrime bv inching reception ofrifrosrain data |hen transmission ofvideo data

and audio data have been decreased.

16. (Canceled)

17. (Current^ Amended) A&infoimation

program information that is comprised of a plurality

each pair of encoded signals ha\ing one encodecl

information receiving method comprising:

an acquiring step

transfer rate increase period;

a separating step

audio signals;

step; and

a control step fo:*

of the separating step and the storing

information and the data acquisition

^Transmission cycle ofthe

and recognizes a

schedules^and

program information in a

indicating bi sadcast

receiving method for receiving

ofmultiplexed pairs of encoded signals,

video signal alid one encoded audio signal, said

for acquiring electronic

for separating i lijimuld riexed program information;

a decoding step for separately deciding each of he video signals and each of the

i
|

.(
'

•;
j

a storing step for storing the program infoxmatic i separated by the separating

controlling a data acquisition

ing step in accordant with

;

time,

j

A
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progra n guide data only during a data

1 ime and for controlling operations

a : transmission rate of the program
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wherein the information receiving apparatuk reads

information data of a current program and a next |rogram at a re-fransmiss^on cycle ofthe

program information data of the currentprogram^ the Let program, and recognizes a

transmission status of the program information dalta!

wherein said control means enablek

Contents of a program

pgrind of*W hY leasing re^tinn iJoflnJi data jhen transmission pfvideo data

and audio data have been decreased.
;

18, (Canceled)

19. (Currently Amended) A pijoyider for pro1

Riding a computer-readable

i,
j

program for causing an information receiving apitus Uriah r reives program information that

is comprised of a plurality ofmultiplexed pairs jjf encodLd sigpids, each pair of encoded signals

audk signal, to execute a process comprising:

El 015
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indiclting broadcast schedules^and

^cquiltion of pmfrram information in a

step; and

data inly during a data transfer rate increase

having one encoded video signal and one encod|jdj i

acquiring electronic program guii ;

i

period;

a separating step for separating ^multiplexed program information;

fj
:j I

a decoding step for separately decoding each of

audio signals;

a storing step for storing
;

the program information separated by the separating

a control step for controlling a data acqiiisition iSmc and for controlling operations

of the separating step and the storing step in accordance with a transmission rate of the program

he video signals and each of the
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information and the data acquisition time,

wherein the information receivinlj^ppara^s read^ contents of a program

information data of a current program and a next
g

program information data of the current progrartilaiid the

j^ogram at a re transmission cycle of the

transmission status of the program information (la ta indi< sating b

wherein said control means enable

reduced period oftime bv increasing reception ofInrograiin data

and audio data have been decreased.

20. (Canceled)

2 1 . (Currently Amended) p;

:oadcasting sy item having an information

transmitting apparatus which transmits program information to

apparatus which receives multiplexed program i nfprmalIon con jprised ofa plurality of

multiplexed pairs of encoded signals, each pairjo:

signal and one encoded audio signal,

next pr 3gram3 and recognizes a

acqui Ition o

vhen transmission ofvideo data

r

;|enc

the information transmitting apparatus comprising:

:|
|] I

a plurality ofvideo encoding meaiis for cncodii; 5 each video signal;

1

1

information;

program information data generating mejbns for

first multiplexing means for mtitip lexinlg the da ta of the program information that

is output from the program information data generating! means

Page 14

a plurality of audio encoding meaifc for encodin > each audio signal;

JLns:
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oadcast schedules, and

•program infonnationjna

in information receiving

.coded sign als having one encoded video

generating data of the program

with encoded video data that is
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output from the plurality ofvideo encoding means

plurality of audio encoding means in order to finis

i!

second multiplexing means for mMllexiiJg the p irs ofmultiplexed encoded

video data, encoded audio data and data of the program iJformatibn; and

@017
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aid encoded ai idio data that is output from the

p'airs o f multij jiexed data;

control means for controlling a date Output rate ot

encoding means, a data output rate of each of thferalit r of and to encoding means, a data

output rate of the program information data gene|ingm cans, ai d a multiplexing ratio among

the encoded video data, encoded the audio dataM; data tf the p|ogram information in the

second multiplexing means a video data occupai

bandwidth, and a program data occupation bandi^idth in

bandwidth, and

the information receiving apparatus

transfer rate increase period;

j
separating means for separating t

a plurality ofdecoding means foi

and each ofthe audio signals;

means; and

control means for controlling operations

each of the plurality ofvideo

nbandlwidth, .in audio data occupation

relatior

acquiring means for acquiring eK6tronic £>rograi| guide data only during a data

to a transmission channel

comprising:

means in accordance with a transmission rate program information,

"iiii

wherein the information receiviigjappar'atus rea is contents of a program

information data of a current program and anefttorogram at a e-transmission cycle ofthe

Page 15*
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separately decoding each ofthe video signals >-
Q.
oo

storing means for storing the pr^film inLrmatiln separated by the separating UJ

of the s eparating means and the storing JJg

3
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program information data of the current program

transmission status of the program information indicatingbr >adcast schedules^

wVipreiTi said control means of said

Uk the tiext pre gram, and recognizes a

^ multiplexing ifin to enable acquit i^MamMomialU in a redded period oftime

by increasing transmission ofprogram data whe

be decreased.

22. (Currently Amended) An

transmits program information to an informatii

transmitting apparatus comprising:

program information data genera

data including information of a transmission si

first multiplexing means for mi

by the program information data generating me

each pair of encoded signals having one encoded1

second multiplexing means for

encoded video signals and encoded audio signaKjj

information tra ismitting apparatus which

Receiving appa'atus, said information

transmission o

PTO 12018
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^information trAnsmittinP; apparatus controls

- virfpn data and audio data can

Itiplexing the

control means for controlling a ^Jfo datiu occupation bandwidth, an audio data

occupation bandwidth, and a program data oo

channel bandwidth,

wherein the information receivii

!g means for £ cnerating program information

of thfe progn ra information;

.plexin^ the pre £ram information data generated

with' a plura ity of pairs of encoded signals,

video isignal a id one encoded audio signal; and

multiplexed plurality ofpairs of

ation bandwidth in relation to a transmission

g: apparatus rea is contents of a program

information data of a current program and a ne^rogr^m at a i e-transmission cycle of the

program information data of the current progn

Page 16
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transmission status of the program information

wViCTftin said control means control

-..Hi.^Hon ofr— Nation in , rifed pUod oiW hYfam^F transmission

indicating br mdcast schedules^and

isaid program data occupation bandwidth to

ofprogram data when the transmission of video Atta and' kudio (fata can be decreased

23 . {Currently Amended) An^oimaiion tra ismitting method for

transmitting program information to an infon^Mii rece|ving apparatus, said information

transmitting method comprising:
;

•

:

j

a program information data geri^gag stejp for g< nerating program information

data including information of a transmission sta|u|;ofthe progra m information;

Up
a first multiplexing step for multiji

• 1$
by the program information data generating mean

each pair of encoded signals having one encodddj

exing lithe pro

121019
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4
-am information data generated

ty ofpairs of encoded signals,

I

*

ideo signal a id one encoded audio signal; and

a second multiplexing step for' iffiplexfog the i Multiplexed plurality ofpairs of

.itll

encoded video signals and encoded audio sij

a control step of controlling a viSUo datai'occupa ion bandwidth, an audio data

occupation bandwidth, and a program data occti^tion bandwidjh in relation to a transmission

channel bandwidth,

wherein the information receivi

information data of a current program and a n^frogram at ai e-transmission cycle ofthe

program information data of the current progpp |and tike next ljrogram, and recognizes a

japparatus tea Is contents ofa program

}
transmission status ofthe program informatiorj|a|ta indficating aroadcast schedulesJ^nd

wherein said control step controls Isaid pfrogram data occupation bandwidth to
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enable acquisition ofurogram information in a re<j

.fprn^m data n*«n transmission ofvideo dadHifa ancno data, he decreased

24. (Currently Amended)

program for causing an information transmitting

to an information receiving apparatus, to executej&jprocess comi rising:

"Mi '}

program information data gene&Jing st^p for gt nerating program information

ofthe progra n information;

gad period of time hv increasing transmission

iao2o

PATENT
450100-4916

Ijkder for pro\ iding a computer-readable

arattis whicl transmits program information

Jexing ihe program information data generated

data including information of a transmission statj^j <

a first multiplexing step for mult

in the program information data generatingme^km a plurality ofpairs ofencoded signals,

each pair ofencoded signals having one encodefedeo signal v id one encoded audio signal; and

a second multiplexing step for multiplexing the r lultiplexed plurality of pairs of

II
'

encoded video signals and encoded audio signals^"

a control step for controlling aypjp data occupation bandwidth, an audio data

occupation bandwidth, and a program data oc|cj

channel bandwidth,

• it

tion bandwid h in relation to a transmission

wherein the information receivirJJiapparatus rea Is contents of a program

•IS !

* =

information data of a current program and a next forogrstm at a i c-transmission cycle ofthe

program information data of the current progra

transmission status of the program information

wherein said control step controls !Said program

enable acquisition ofprogram information in ;a

ofprogram data when transmission of video fli
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pftime by increasing transmission
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25. (Currently Amended) Ap ;

multiplexed program information that is compri|^f a jjlurality

signals, each pair of encoded signals having on^

i

signal, said information receiving apparatus co:

acquiring means for acquiring cl^jpjl

transfer rate increase period;

separating means for separating

and each of the audio signals;

extracting means for extracting

program information that is included in the pro,

means; and

i ! I;

r

:

operations of the separating step in accordance

information and the data acquisition time,

wherein the information receiV:

i

information data ofa current program and a n<

program information data of the current pro

transmission status of the program informatid

T
121021

PATENT
450100-4916

Jbrmaion rece iving apparatus which receives

ofmultiplexed pairs of encoded

[bodeivideo s gnal and one encoded audio

ling:

ebnic program

ij

lulti ilexed i
rogram information;

fin "

a plurality of decoding means foMparately decoding each of the video signals

ii

II

ilWatibn of a ransmission status of the

information data separated by the separating

control means for controlling aw acquisition t ime and for controlling

S h a trlnsmiss ion rate of the program

broadcast scheduleSiand

wherein said control means miML acqjiisition Ifprogram information in a

reduced period oftime bv increasing receotidiilljapprogram data

and audio data have been decreased .

; !

'-iff-
1
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H
26. (Currently Amended) Arij

If

multiplexed program information comprised oH *

%
signals, each pair of encoded signals having on^

signal, said information receiving method comjM

an acquiring step for acquiring el

transfer rate increase period;

a separating step for separating!;

K
a decoding step for separately d$

audio signals; and

program information that is included in the pijo]

step; and

control means for controlling a£j<j

operations of the separating step in accordancjej

information and the data acquisition time,

©022

PATENT
450100^916

brmation receiving method for receiving

Rfnalit: \ ofmultiplexed pairs of encoded

;d 'video signal and one encoded audio

c !
program guide data only during a data

|multii lexed program information;

! line e ich ofthe video signals and each of the
!

]

$>rmati6n of a transmission status of the

infi inflation data separated by the separating

i i

a acquisition time and for controlling

a transmission rate of the program

wherein the information tecti$ lappari itus reads contents of a program

information data of a current program and a r| ||rogn m at a re-transmission cycle ofthe

program information data ofthe current prog|ipnd fljis next program, and recognizes a

transmission status of the program informatio|||ta hid icating broadcast schedules^and

wherein said control steo ena^Hcouisjtion ofprogram information in a reduced

period oftime bv increasing reception ofprog

audio data have been decreased .

II r
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27. (Currently Amended) Ajj

'til

program for causing an information receiving a£|

information comprised of a plurality ofmultiple

encoded signals having one encoded video sigjj

a

process comprising:
[ |
in

an acquiring step for acquiring i

transfer rate increase period;

a separating step for separating^

@023

PATENT
450100-4916

der for providing a computer-readable

itus which receives multiplexed program

pairs of encoded signals, each pair of

d one encoded audio signal, to execute a

onic program guide data only during a data

a decoding step for separately <

audio signals; and

an extracting step for extracting!!

j|l

program information that is included in the pr;o|

step; and

control.means for controlling a i

i!

i' i,

operations ofthe separating step in accordance]

information and the data acquisition time,

. il
wherein the information receWaj

information data of a current program and a iije

iti

program information data ofthe current progtaa

transmission status of the program infoimaticj:

111
wherein said control step enabler

jjmultiplexed program information;

ing each of the video signals and each ofthe

III

ation of a transmission status of the

. information data separated by the separating

1 acquisition time and for controlling

a transmission rate of the program

ipparatus reads contents of a program

irogram at a re-transmission cycle of the

and the next program, and recognizes a

a indicating broadcast schedule$JL and

[

nisition of program information in a reduced

period oftime bv increasing reception of data when transmission of video data and
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audio data have been decreased.

28. (Currently Amended) A

transmitting apparatus which transmits pro,

apparatus which receives multiplexed program

I |

multiplexed pairs of encoded signals, each pair;

signal and one encoded audio signal,

the information transmitting app!

!ji

program information data genejr;

data including information of a transmission si

first multiplexing means for m|

by the program information data generating m<

signals and encoded audio signals;

second multiplexing means fox

PATENT
450100-4916

adcasting system having an information

Wation to an information receiving

atibn comprised of a plurality of

jencoded signals having one encoded video

jus comprising:

mefins for generating program information

of the program information;

[exing the program information data generated

i

withla plurality of pairs ofencoded video

n AMI!

encoded video signals and encoded audio sigrd

control means for controlling a

j

occupation bandwidth, and a program data oc

channel bandwidth; and

the information receiving app.

acquiring means for acquiring

transfer rate increase period;
j

I

separating means for separatiri;

i !

extracting means for extractiri,

I

i

!

Page 22

i UAH'S

iplexing the multiplexed plurality ofpairs of

id

data occupation bandwidth, an audio data

ion bandwidth in relation to a transmission

i

comprising:

Ironic program guide data only during a data

i

i multiplexed program information; and

imation of a transmission status of the

i

i
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program information that is included in the pro

means, ;

t

wherein the information receivii

information data of a current program and a ne;

program information data of the current pro;

transmission status of the program information

wherein said control means of s

PATENT
45010O4916

information data separated by the separating

jparatus reads contents of a program

gram at a re-transmission cycle of the

'A the; next program, and recognizes a

indicating broadcast schedules^and

[formation transmitting apparatus controls

said program data occupation bandwidthto enJfccQiifation ofurogram information in a

reduced period of time bv inc™^ h»nsmiai»fnrd gram data when transmission of video

data and audio data can be decreased.
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